
Rapid 3 Plus Trioset

Include:

The complete set from birth, consisting of:
Sportive 3-wheeler pram
ISOFIX compatible car seat Comfort Fix group 0+ (up to 13 kg)
Pram

Highlights:

A sporty stroller with an innovative one-hand fold mechanism. Within seconds unlocking and folding. Ideal for trips
in bus or train.

All components can be fixed directly to the frame without additional adapters (Easy-Fix)

The car seat Comfort Fix is individually usable with 3 harness and in combination with the separately available
ISOFIX BASE in the vehicle.

The height-adjustable handle can be fited individually.

Productimages:
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Rapid 3 Plus Trioset

You will love the innovative and intelligent folding technique of this sporty Rapid 3 Plus
Trio Set! Everything is faster with Rapid 3, because it can be folded up compactly with
just one action. The release loop doubles up as a practical carrying handle, making it
easy to lift the Rapid 3 onto the bus or carry it up the stairs, while your other hand is free
for your child. The Rapid 3 Trio Set comes with an Isofix capable car seat, a carry cot and
pushchair. 

Rapid 3 is perfect for excursions. The front wheel swivel through 360° and can be locked
if required and the wheels and suspension absorb shocks when travelling over uneven
terrain. The pleasantly soft handle has 30cm of height adjustment, so it can be
individually adapted to your height.  

Combine the carrycot with the buggy to use Rapid 3 for your newborn. Your little one will
be safe and secure. The carry cot is easy to mount onto the chassis using the Easy Fix
System. The Comfort Fix car seat is every bit as simple and can also be used from birth.
It is compatible with our hauck Isofix base and offers maximum safety for your child on
every car journey. An absolutely innovative, shock-absorbent, PU foam has been used in
the car seat. It has been patented by Hauck and guarantees particularly good side-impact
protection. The 3-point belt makes it even safer. Breathable materials have been used so
that your baby always feels comfortable in the car seat. Head protection and
wedge-shaped cushion are optionally available. 

Combine car seat and chassis into a practical Shop'n Drive system for shopping trips.
When you come back from shopping, you can remove the car seat from the chassis and
secure it into the car, using the one-handed unlocking mechanism, while your baby stays
in the car seat and sleeps on.

If your child is older, he or she can travel in the comfortable sports buggy! The
high-quality, quilted seat has a backrest with a strap for adjusting into a lying position.
The footrest is also multi-adjustable. In the horizontal setting it gives your child a large
area for resting and sleeping. The extendible sun canopy can be pulled far forward to
provide your child with ideal protection against the weather. Keep a constant eye on your
little one through the viewing window in the canopy. Small items can be stored in the
pocket in the canopy. The basket under the seat has space for baby equipment and
shopping. 

The padded, 5-point belt and front bar keep your child safe at all times. Parking brake
that acts on both sides for safety. Its folded dimensions are so compact that the Rapid 3
can easily be stored in any trunk.     

Our tip! 
Isofix base available to match this set (= Isofix base for Comfort Fix). Rapid 3 is also
available as an individual buggy. Rapid 4 is also available to buy as an individual buggy
or as the Rapid 4 Plus Trio Set.
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Rapid 3 Plus Trioset

Colorvariants
149553 Caviar/Beige 149560 Caviar/Tango

Characteristics FRAME

Suspension

Height-adjustable handle 4 x 78 - 111 cm

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

Detachable rear wheels 

Easy-Fix-System

Large shopping basket

Plastic wheel

Locking brake

Characteristics PRAM

Easy-Fix system

mattress

Characteristics INFANT CARRIER

3-point safety harness

Isofix Base compatible

Removable head protection

Removable seat wedge

Removable seat cover

Removable canopy
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Rapid 3 Plus Trioset

Characteristics BUGGY

One Hand Fold

Back rest inclination 122 - 168 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) Stufenlos

Adjustable foot rest 2 x

Detachable front bar

Detachable cover

Detachable canopy

Canopy

5-point harness system

Combinable with soft carry cot

Wipeable

Measurements and weights FRAME/ BUGGY

Weight buggy ( in total) 10,4 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 83 x 58 x 39 cm

Measurements built-up (max.) 108 x 58 x 104 cm

Seat width 36 cm

Height of handle 94 - 111 cm

Height-adjustable handle 4 x 78 - 111 cm

Measurements lying area 91 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 22 / 45 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 28 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 23 cm

Measurements and weights PRAM

Weight carry cot 4,2 kg

Inner measurements carry cot 73 x 30 x 20 cm
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Rapid 3 Plus Trioset

Measurements and weights INFANT CARRIER

Weight infant carrier 3,7 kg

Seat width 25 cm

Measurements infant carrier 66 x 45 x 60 cm

Recommended age range

Pram: from birth to 9 kg

Infant carrier: From 0 month to 13 kg 

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 56 x 46,5 x 89 cm

Weight total single item (incl. box) 19,4 kg
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